About DataScenarios
Our Core Areas

Microsoft Power BI

Microsoft Azure Data Platform

Data Science

Microsoft Cortana Intelligence Suite

Microsoft Data Platform
Our services

Consultancy

Via technical and strategical consultancy DataScenarios can help your company in designing, implementing and solving (complex) data scenarios.

DataScenarios is active in the following areas:

• Microsoft Power BI
• Microsoft Azure Data Platform
• Microsoft Cortana Intelligence Suite
• Microsoft Data Platform
• Data Science (Data support)

Power BI Custom Visuals

DataScenarios uses Microsoft Power BI reports and dashboards that provides the necessary insights and relations to a data scenario.

Power BI has a broad set of default visualizations, but can be extended with 'custom visuals’. These visuals can be used if a visual is not available by default or as a specific way of visualizing insights. DataScenarios can help you in empowering Custom Visuals within your organization.

Workshops

DataScenarios provides in-person training/workshops related to Microsoft Power BI and Microsoft Data Platform.

This can be, but is not limited to, a custom strategically decision workshop, a classroom training or personal 'hands-on' training.

In addition, DataScenarios also provides public presentations on various parts of the Microsoft Data Platform on mostly community events.
Our offers

**Use the power of Custom Visuals**
*Workshop to empower Power BI Custom Visuals*

How do Power BI Custom Visuals fit in your data scenarios? With this 1-day workshop DataScenarios will help in the decision on how Power BI Custom Visuals can be embedded in your organization.

**Agenda**
- Introduction of Power BI Custom Visual framework
- In-depth session focusing at specific parts
- Open discussion on how Power BI Custom Visuals can be embedded within your organization

Before the workshop there will be an introduction meeting dedicated to introduction, setting the expectations and discuss additional wishes.

*Maximum numbers of participators: 4*

**Power BI Custom Visual**
*Get your own visual in 4 days*

Power BI Custom Visuals can really make a difference within a report. But there is no capacity or knowledge within the organization? DataScenarios can help you with the developing.

**Agenda**
- Day 1 – Scoping the custom visual and prototyping
- Day 2 – Iterative developing and gathering feedback at the end of day
- Day 3 – Iterative developing and gathering feedback at the end of day
- Day 4 – Delivering the final visual and introduction on how to use it within Power BI reports and dashboards

Please be advised that for a successful result there will be dedicated time needed from your company to provide feedback.